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Abstract: In this paper we discuss several issues related to the influence of expansion
of a Web document representation on quality of topical categorization of Web pages.
We consider a Web page expansion by using text content of it’s linking pages. We
show that naive expansion can grab too much noise and essentially harm categorization
results. We present the approach to automated pruning of linking Web pages. We
report that using our approach in forming a Web page representation always leads to
better results than traditional single Web page categorization.

1 Introduction

Managing and organizing the huge amount of textual information available on the Web
is essential for realizing it’s full potential. Topical categorization of Web pages is an
important ingredient as is evident from the popularity of Web directories.

Modern techniques for Web page automated categorization tend to use various additional
information included in a Web page in comparison to solely a document’s text in traditional
information retrieval. This additional information is the structure of a Web document,
hypertext mark-up including META tags, text of hyper links to neighbor pages and the
content of linking pages themselves.

The content of neighbor pages seemed to be an encouraging feature for topical catego-
rization because of the Web’s topic locality property. According to this property [Dav00]
most of the linking pages share the topic of the source page. Besides, very often logically
unified documents are published in the Web as a set of more than one Web page (.html
file). The examples of such “logical documents” are home pages, scientific papers, gener-
ated by programs like latex2html, reference books, “how to” pages. Usually the reasons of
splitting these documents in more than one file are just technical.

The idea was to expand a Web document representation by considering instead of one
Web page the Web page itself and it’s some neighborhood. This can potentially enrich the
page’s vocabulary and thus improve the quality of topical categorization.

In this paper we go along with a number of other researchers in this area by experimentally
proving that naive expansion of a Web page representation, such as considering all the
pages in the same directory, or on the same server, can grab too much noise and essentially
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harm categorization results, as well as it can improve categorization in some cases. We go
further in investigating this question by showing that the result depends a lot on the topical
closeness between categories, which metrics we derive.

The evident solution here is to filter (to prune) the neighborhood of each page in order
to take only useful pages which content enriches the page’s representation and to ignore
“noisy” pages that drift the topic of the source page and could harm it’s profile. On this
purpose we present the approach to automated pruning of linking Web pages. We also
explored that this pruning is justified only in the context of certain classification — by
considering the closeness/distance between the topics to classify into.

The paper is organized as follows: in chapter 2 we survey the related work in the area of
Web page categorization, in chapter 3 we specify our terminology, in chapter 4 we describe
our dataset, the tools used and give a short overview of the methods of classifications used
in our experiments, in chapter 5 we present our metrics of topics distance and show it’s
influence on categorization results, in chapter 6 we prove that naive expansion of a Web
page representation is rather dangerous for categorization results and it depends a lot on
the value of Topics Distance, in chapter 7 we present our approach to learned expansion
of a page’s neighborhood that aimed to improve it’s classification and we summarize the
main issues of the paper in chapter 8.

2 Related work

Web page categorization is a widely investigated area in information retrieval. In this
chapter we overview some recent studies in comparison to ours.

The authors of [Rib02] conducted their experiments on subset of Yahoo! directory. A
Web page was represented by the combination of it’s local content and the text of links
to the neighbor pages. The authors report that this representation performed better in the
quality of classification than traditional single Web page representation. They also report
that considering for the local content the combination of BODY text with text of META
tags performed better than BODY text solely, while they remark that the majority of Web
pages in their dataset lack META information. In our experiments we used BODY text
only, and when expanding a document representation we concatenated BODY text of a
source page and it’s neighbors.

The work of [Pie00] is a case study, and thus provides less comparative analysis. The
authors classified the set of broad industrial categories. For the Web page representation
they used the local content and the content of some neighbor pages. These neighbor pages
were selected, if the links to them contained the certain substrings that tend to point to
industrial topic pages. The choice of these substrings was based mainly on the naive
assumption. Unfortunately, no comparative results to single Web page representation on
the same data were given.

The work of [AGS99] proposes the approach to Web page categorization, in which a Web
page is represented by the text of the links as well as the nearby text of pages that refer to
it. The content of the Web page itself is ignored. The authors call this approach context
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analysis vs. traditional content analysis. They examined the approach on the catalogue of
Italian language Web pages and report about the usefulness of context analysis.

The authors of papers [GSY01, YP97, YSG02] propose the hypothesis that there are sev-
eral regularities in linking Web pages. For example, if a page links to another page which
content is absolutely unrelated to it (a commercial link), one can say that there is no reg-
ularity in this linking. If page links to another page that is similar to it not by topic, but
by other features (a link from student’s home page to home page of his friend), one can
say that this is a co-citation regularity. The authors think that ideally the classifier should
identify the regularity of each link and treat it properly (ignore the neighbor, or consider
the neighbor or consider it partly). But while the classifier can’t do this, it is useful to
compare the results of considering each type of regularity on the same dataset. The re-
sults of the authors experiments show that the same dataset is classified better with the
classifier treating one regularity, and is classified worse with the classifier treating another
regularity.

Comparing their research to ours, one can say that in [GSY01, YP97, YSG02] the neigh-
borhood of each page is constructed according to the specificity of linking in a certain
dataset, while in our research the neighborhood of each page is constructed according to
the specificity of a certain classification (the available categories to classify into). These
are absolutely different approaches, while the goal is the same — to expand a Web page
representation by using it’s neighbors in order to improve the quality of classification.

The approach of [APA01] is based on the structure of a Web document and the character-
istics of images present in it. The motivation is that Web pages belonging to a particular
category have some similarity in their structure. Based on these similarities, any Web page
can be categorized into at least three broad categories: information pages, research pages,
personal home pages. The authors derive the similarities of these three categories and ap-
ply them to classification of the dataset of 4,000 Web pages taken from various domains.
The 88% of the pages were classified correctly.

It is important to note that this research considers categorization by structure, while our
research considers topical categorization.

The researches of the papers [FGLG02, cWF00] also use various structural information
available in a Web page for categorization by structure.

3 Terminology

The following terminology is used in the paper:

Category defines a name of a topical category or class of Web pages, as well as a dataset
of Web pages belonging to this category. For example, “Sports/Football”, “Cars/Repair”.
Sample of n categories means dataset of Web pages pre-classified or need to be classified
into n categories. Actually, a certain sample defines a certain classification task.
The task of categorization (equals to the task of classification) is a task of assigning a Web
page to one of the available categories. The task is performed in two steps: training the
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classifier on training data and classifying testing data with the trained classifier.
The quality of classification is any metrics that indicates how correct was the classification
of testing data. In our experiments we used the Accuracy of classification 4.2.
Term or word or token is a semantic unit of text.
Vocabulary is a set of all uniq terms in a category or a sample.
Size of a vocabulary is the number of it’s elements.
Weight of a term is a value of meaningness of a term within a category. Generally, weight
is considered as fraction of the term frequency within the category to the term total fre-
quency within all categories in the sample.
Neighbor page – a Web page accessible from the source page by the direct link. In our
experiments we used only out-coming links, because grabbing incoming links was hardly
feasible.
Web document representation defines a unit of granularity of a Web document. The tradi-
tional level of granularity is “one document – one Web page”. While the alternative may
be “one document – a Web page and it’s some neighbor pages”.

4 Our testbed

In this chapter we describe the dataset used in all our experiments, as well as the methods
of classification, the criterion of the quality of classification and our tools.

4.1 Dataset

Our dataset was constructed on the basis of the Web Directory of Russian language pages
List.Ru (http://list.ru). As the Web pages for topical categories in List.Ru were selected by
humans, we consider this mapping as the baseline for evaluating the quality of a certain
classification algorithm.

We constructed the dataset by manually selecting from List.Ru 50 categories of the 2nd
and 3d layers. From each of the categories we took 100 links. After excluding incorrect
links we downloaded 4,734 Web pages that compound our Dataset 50 with total size of
29,620 KB.

In order to construct various representations of a Web page, we downloaded neighbor
pages by all out-coming links for each Web page in Dataset50. This expanded dataset is
consist of 135,274 pages with total size of 67,093,098 KB.

For our experiments we used various subsets – samples of Dataset50 and of it’s expan-
sions – by decreasing the number of categories.

Before being given to the classifier the pages were processed by excluding HTML and
converting to the one encoding.

While conducting all of our experiments we split each sample into two parts — training
data and testing data in the ratio 0.6 to 0.4. There were made 3 random splits for every
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experiment, and we considered the average result. Besides, in every experiment documents
in training/testing datasets were the same for each representation.

4.2 Classification task

Automated text classification is a widely investigated area [Nig01, Joa99, Joa98, YL99,
YP97, Joa97, OFG97]. Although there are many different methods of term selecting and
term weighting, it is impossible to name the most optimal one.

In our research we don’t intend to improve methods of classification or to compare them.
That is why we considered in our experiments the following four very popular methods in
order to grade the possible specificity of a certain method.

� Naive Bayes (NB) [Joa97]

� Support Vector Machine (SVM) [OFG97, Joa98]

� tfidf [Joa97]

� probabilistic indexing (prind) [YP97]

In order to evaluate the quality of classification we used the criterion of Accuracy of clas-
sification:

Accuracy =
Ncorrect

Nincorrect

� 100%;

where Ncorrect – the number of correctly classified documents, N incorrect – the number
of incorrectly classified documents.

For the classifier implementation we used the public domain Rainbow toolkit. Rainbow
is a very fast C program which let us use various methods of classification with various
tuning and statistics.

5 Topics distance

The key notion that we use further on in our research is a metrics that indicates the topical
closeness or distance of the categories in a sample. We call this metrics Topics Distance.
In this chapter we evaluate Topics Distance and prove by our experiments the intuitive
assumption that the quality of any kind of classification majorly depends on this metrics.

One can consider m categories as m points in a n-dimensional space, where n is a size
of the vocabulary of all m categories. Each point is a vector fw 1, . . . , wng, where wi

is a weight of the i-th term in the category. So, the topical closeness of m categories
can be geometrically represented as the density of the m points in the space of their total
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vocabulary. In other words, we can consider the density of the following matrix M for the
Topics Distance of m categories:

M =

0
BB@
w11 w12 � � � w1m

w21 w22 � � � w2m

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

wn1 wn2 � � � wnm

1
CCA

The way we should evaluate the density of the matrix depends on how this density is
formed. As the weight of each term for each category is calculated relatively to the other
categories in a sample, the mutual location of the points is affected each time a new point
is added to the sample. Thus, we can approximate measuring the topical closeness by
measuring the distance only between the two closest points in the space. In other words,
we can measure all possible distances between any two columns of the matrix M and take
the shortest one.

In order to measure the closeness of two points we took a metric or distance function
d(p; q) which satisfies:

d(p; q) >= 0 and d(p; q) = 0; if p = q

d(p; q) = d(q; p)

d(p; q) <= d(p; r) + d(r; q)

Frequently used case is the Euclidean distance:

dE(p; q) =

sX
i

(pi � qi)
2

In order to compare Topics Distance of different samples we normalized them by the size
of matrix M .

The experiment was set as follows. We made several random combinations of 2, 5, 10 and
25 categories from Dataset50. On each of these samples we measured Topics Distance
by calculating weights wi;j according to a certain method, and the quality of classification
by this method. We tested 4 methods: NB, prind, tfidf and SVM .

The result for NB method is shown in picture 1: Topics Distance is roughly proportional
to the accuracy of classification. One can also see that increasing the number of categories
in a sample generally yields decreasing of the distance between the topics and thus de-
creases the quality of classification. This empiric fact goes well with understanding that
the vocabulary of real-world Web pages is limited.

The results for the other methods of classification were essentially the same.
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Figure 1: Accuracy of classification vs. Topics Distance

6 Naive expansion

In this chapter we show that naive expansion of a Web document representation can be
dangerous for classification results and it depends on Topics Distance value.

The appropriate experiment was set as follows. We took the same samples of 2, 5, 10
and 25 categories as we used in the previous experiment in chapter 5, as well as their
appropriate Topics Distance values and the values of Accuracy of classification by each
method. These samples correspond to the Base representation of a Web document — one
document stands for one .html file.

We formed another three alternative representations that were the naive expansions of
Base: SameDir, SameServer and Greedy according to table 1. For each of these repre-
sentations and for each method of classification we measured Accuracy of classification.
The obtained values of Accuracy were grouped by three ranges of Topics Distance of the
appropriate Base representations.

The resulting histograms are presented in figure 2. One can see that naive expansion was
generally helpful for the samples of categories with high Topics Distance, reaching it’s
maximum with 13% of average improvement of Accuracy for SameServer representation
for Naive Bayes classifier. This observation proves the topic locality property of the Web
— most of the neighbors of a Web page are about the same topic. On the other hand,
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Representation Document granularity
Base A Web page

SameDir A Web page and
it’s neighbors in the same directory

SameServer A Web page and
it’s neighbors on the same server

Greedy A Web page and
it’s all possible neighbors

Table 1: The possible naive representations of a Web document

one can see that for the samples with low Topics Distance the expansions were generally
harmful, reaching the maximum with 18% of average deterioration of Accuracy for Greedy
representation for tfidf classifier. This fact can be intuitively explained by that a topic can,
nevertheless, drift within a neighborhood, and the more close the topics are in the sample,
the more they can be merged by the drift.

The other issue that can be derived from the picture 2 is that even if expansion tends to
improve the quality of classification, no one can predict which kind of naive representation
will do it in the best way. We can’t evaluate the usefulness or harmfulness of a naively
constructed neighborhood until not “looking” at each of the neighbor.

7 Context expansion

In order to take on the potential usefulness of neighbors’ content for Web page categoriza-
tion and at the same time not to grab the “noise”, we should filter each neighborhood. The
question is how to do this?

Our preliminary results on evaluating the similarity of each neighbor with the source page
and ignoring the context of certain classification failed, because this information appeared
to be absolutely useless for making a decision to take the neighbor or to ignore. One of the
naive explanations for this fact is that a source page is not a good baseline for comparing
with — it can correlate well with the topic of a category, but it can correlate badly. For
example, in our Dataset50 there are pages that are start pages to Web sites, and they
contain few navigational text and some pictures, while their neighbors on the site were
rich in text of the certain topic. Comparing these neighbors with the source page was
irrational — we can’t ignore the context of certain classification (the available topics to
classify into).

We saw the solution in implementing the following algorithm. If a source page is classified
to a certain category with enough high probability, we should not expand it’s representa-
tion — we should consider this category as the result of classifying this page. Otherwise –
if a source page is classified to a certain category with low probability, we should classify
each neighbor of this Web page, and then determine the category of the page as the cate-
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Figure 2: The influence of naive expansion of a Web document representation on Accuracy of clas-
sification

gory which the majority of it’s neighbors belong to. Again, we should consider only those
neighbors that are classified to any category in a sample with enough high probability —
this allow us to ignore the “noise”. The classifier used should be trained on Base represen-
tation of training data. Thus, we use neighbor pages implicitly — without concatenating
them with the source page as in chapter 6.

The main point of the algorithm’s idea is that as it uses for neighbor pages the classifier
trained on the training data of the same sample of categories as the testing data, it considers
the context of the certain classification. That is why we call expansion of a neighborhood
according to this algorithm as context expansion. Thus, we implicitly use Topics Distance
value for a sample.

The algorithm described is presented in table 2. The appropriate experiment was con-
ducted exactly on the same data as the experiment in chapter 6 in order to see the differ-
ence correctly. The threshold of the probability of classification to a certain category was
0.5.

The results are presented in figure 3. One can see in the figure that context expansion of a
Web page representation always performed better than Base representation for all ranges
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DetectCategory(page,Neighborhood, Threshold, fci, . . . , ckg)
Input: page – a Web page;

Neighborhood – neighbor pages of page;
Threshold – a threshold of the probability

of classification to a certain category c;
fci, . . . , ckg – available categories in a sample.

Output: category c 2 fci; : : : ; ckg.
c = Classify(page)

if ( Probability(Classify(page)< Threshold ) Then
foreach n in Neighborhood

c = Classify(n)

if ( Probability(Classify(n)> Threshold ) Then
CounterMapping(c)++

endif
end foreach
MaximumCount = Max

k

i=1
fCounterMapping(ci)g

c = CounterMapping(MaximumCount)

endif
return c

Table 2: The algorithm of detecting the category of a Web page

of Topics Distance. The best performance was 20% average improvement for Greedy rep-
resentation for prind classifier. Besides, with increasing the expansion the result never
became worse – it improved or stayed the same. This fact can be explained by the follow-
ing: if a source page lacks textual information in order for being classified correctly, the
more it’s “right” neighbors we consider, the more high probability of detecting the page’s
category correctly. The “right” neighbors are informative neighbors from the trained on a
sample classifier’s point of view.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we investigated the opportunity of expansion of a Web page representation
by using content of it’s neighbor pages in order to improve the quality of the Web page
categorization. We see our contribution in the next three issues:

� We experimentally proved the known fact that naive expansion leads not stable re-
sults — it can harm the quality of categorization as well as improve it. We analyzed
this instability and showed that it depends on the closeness of categories in a sample,
which metrics we also derived.

� We report that we have made attempts to expand a Web page representation not
naively, but without considering the context of certain categorization (the available
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Figure 3: The influence of context expansion of a Web document representation on Accuracy of
classification

categories to classify in), and these attempts have failed. We explain the reason of
this failure in the paper.

� We propose the algorithm of expansion of a Web page representation that considers
the context of certain categorization and thus it implicitly considers the closeness of
categories in a sample. We experimentally show that this algorithm always leads to
better quality of categorization than traditional single Web page categorization.

We see our future work in improving the metrics of the closeness of topics in order to
apply it explicitly to an algorithm of expansion of a Web page representation. This will
allow us to construct another algorithms and to analyze their performance.
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